How to Use the TDS Health Link Wizard

Link Wizard is an easy, intuitive way for any TDS Health user to generate links and HTML code to share access to TDS Health content with others at their institution.

Available to everyone that uses TDS Health, the Link Wizard allows users to share access links or access buttons with their library patrons, students can exchange resources with other students, faculty can use it to promote links with their students on their Learning Management Systems, clinicians can share references with other clinicians and more. See below to understand the steps of the Link Wizard.

Follow these four easy steps in the Link Wizard:

Access the Link Wizard under Tools on the TDS Health subscription splash page:
Note: the authentication method can be IP range authentication, via a specific proxy link and more. When it comes to the link type, you can choose a simple login link, links to specific titles, a link to a dictionary, links to the results of certain search terms, specific products such as Anatomy.tv and more. Use the drop-down in each case to determine the desired link results.